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DESCRIPTION:
As the young Zinaida and her sweetheart, the student Nemovetsky, stroll through 
the idyllic Russian countryside, their memories, dreams and thoughts about life 
and the future mingle in the evening breeze. But when night falls, they hasten to 
retrace their steps back to town through a small wood, where they are accosted 
by three threatening drunkards, who knock Nemovetsky unconscious and start 
to chase the girl through the underwood. When the young student comes round, 
he is confronted with the horror of what has just happened.

Haunting, disquieting, shocking, ‘The Abyss’ – one of the most powerful short 
stories ever written – is accompanied in this volume by fi fteen other stories by 
Andreyev, including ‘Silence’, ‘The Thief’ and ‘Lazarus’, some of them never 
translated before into English. Together, they provide a clear account of the 
lasting legacy of Russia’s foremost man of letters of the early twentieth century.

“He’s trying to scare me, but I’m not scared.”
Leo Tolstoy

SELLING POINTS:

• Beautifully packaged

• One of the best-selling Russian classics in the UK over the last year

• Brand-new translation from acclaimed translator Hugh Aplin

• Includes many stories never translated into English before

• Unique edition, with most of the stories not available in any other editions

NEW BOOK INFORMATIONALMA CLASSICS
The Abyss by Leonid Andreyev
Translated by Hugh Aplin

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER, PLEASE CONTACT:
Macmillan Distribution Ltd, Cromwell Place, Hampshire International Business Park, Lime Tree Way, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG24 8YJ

Tel: 01256 302 692 or Fax: 01256 812 521

FOR SALES ENQUIRIES, PLEASE CONTACT:
Bloomsbury Publishing Plc, 50 Bedford Square, London WC1B 3DP

Tel: 0207 631 5600 or Fax: 0207 631 5800

For more information about Alma Classics, please visit : www.almabooks.com

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
A writer of plays, short stories and novels, Leonid Andreyev (1871–1919) is considered to be the leading 
exponent of the Silver Age of Russian literature.


